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Silver metal is a valuable one and when it is used in making coins,the value of the coin is set such
that it includes the cost of both the metal itself and the price assorted for the coin. Now, the value of
silver coins doesnâ€™t mean the amount that is curved over the coin, rather the cost price of making the
coin.This value of silver coins is termed as the fair market value.This term is widely used mainly in
case of business and share markets.

When someone signifies this term with reference to collecting silver coins and pricing the silver
coins, the term is defined in a manner that it is an amount that a dealer who is professionally
efficient in dealing with silver coins demands for a particular sample of a silver coin.This price set by
the dealer is generally higher than that of the whole sale price.Silver coins are very rare coins and
thus pricing of those coins depends on how old the coins are and the amount of silver present in the
coins.There are different types of grade for coins and the dealers who carry and collect those coins
are in huge number.

Thus, there is a huge rivalry among them. The completion lies at the point, where the dealers fight
for the issue of who can bid the lowest price and sell their stocks at the most attractive offer.The
older the coin has more the price. Such a deal is set so that the dealers have a good profit, margin
and the customers are also satisfied.But it is better to avoid a middle man in case of collecting silver
coins and getting it in proper value.So, people all over the world take care to look at those coins
themselves to get the proper material.The business in the fair market goes like that, if the dealer
likes the appearance of the coin and finds it saleable, he increases the value of the coin,and
similarly the coin should be so lucrative that he will indulge into buying at the first look. Apart from
taking coins from authorized dealersâ€™ people so that they are not cheated.

Even if people are buying silver coins from authorized dealers, they should be very carefully
examine and check the originality.Sometimes, things may happen like this that silver colored coins
are being sold in place of silver metal.
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